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Abstract 
The problem of finding multiloop networks with a fixed number of vertices and small diameter 
has been widely studied. In this work, we study the triple loop case of the problem by using a 
geometrical pproach which has been already used in the double loop case. Given a fixed number 
of vertices N, the general problem is to find 'steps' sl, sz . . . . .  sj E 2VN, such that the digraph 
G(N; sl, s2 . . . . .  sa), with set of vertices V = ~u and adjacencies given by v --~ v + si (rood N), 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  d, has minimum diameter D(N). A related problem is to maximize the number 
of vertices N(d ,D)  when the degree d and the diameter D are given. In the double loop case 
(d = 2.) it is known that N(2,D) = F1(D+2)21 - 1. Here, a method based on lattice theory and 
integral circulant matrices is developed to deal with the triple loop case (d = 3). This method is 
then applied for constructing three infinite families of triple loop networks with large order for 
the values of the diameter D = 2, 4, 5(mod6), showing that N(3,D)/> ~D 3 + O(D2). Similar 
results are also obtained in the more general framework of (triple) commutative-step digraphs. 
1. Introduction 
Multiple loop networks have been widely studied in the last few years because 
of their relevance to the design of some interconnection r communication computer 
networks. For a survey on these networks see, for instance, the paper by Bermond 
et al. [2] or Hwang [11]. The (di)graphs that model such networks are usually called 
circulant because their adjacency matrices are circulant. They can also be defined as 
Cayley (di)graphs of cyclic groups. Thus, a circulant digraph on N vertices, denoted by 
G(N;s l ,  s2 . . . . .  Sd), is a digraph with a set of vertices V=ZN, the set of integers modulo 
N, and adjacencies given by v ~ v+s i  (rood N) with v, si ~ V, 1 <~ i <<, d. The integers 
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S i are usually called the steps of the digraph. The condition gcd(N, sl, s2,.. . ,  sa) = 1 
must hold for the digraph to be strongly connected. 
One of the parameters most frequently studied in these digraphs is the diameter, 
because its minimization corresponds to the problem of minimizing the message trans- 
mission delay of the corresponding networks. This problem has been studied by many 
authors since Wong and Coppersmith [15], both in the directed and undirected case. 
See [4-6,  9, 12, 13], etc. Most of these works deal with the double loop case, i.e. 
d = 2. This paper studies the triple loop (directed) case, also considered in the paper 
of Hsu and Jia [10], and hence our attention is focused on Cayley digraphs of cyclic 
groups generated by 3 elements. However, some previous works [6, 8] have shown 
the convenience of doing such a study within the slightly more general framework of 
Abelian groups. These groups are introduced here as the quotient structures induced 
by congruence in 7/N, defined below for N = 3; see [6, 8] for more details. We next 
give the basic definitions and results used throughout the paper. 
Let M be a 3 x 3 integral matrix, with det M = det N ~ 0. Let 773 denote the 
additive group of column 3-vectors with integral coordinates. The set M77 3, whose 
elements are linear combinations (with integral coefficients) of the column vectors of 
M is said to be the lattice generated by M. The concept of congruence in 77 has 
the following natural generalization to 773, see [7]. Let vl,/)2 C 773, we say that vl 
is congruent with v2 modulo M, and write vl --- v2 (mod M) iff/)1 -/)2 ~ MZ 3. We 
denote the quotient group 77 3 modulo MZ 3 by 773/M773. 
In this work, G denotes a digraph with vertex set V and edge set E. The distance 
de(x, y) between two vertices x and y is the length of the shortest path from x to 
y. The diameter D(G) is the maximum of the distances among all pairs of vertices. 
The out-degree 6+(x) [in-degree 6-(x)] of a vertex x is equal to the number of out- 
neighbors [in-neighbors] of x. Given a group f2 and a generating set f# C f2, the Cayley 
diyraph Cay(f2; f#) has vertex set V -- £2, and each vertex x is adjacent o x + 9 with 
9 E f#. For a given matrix M, we study the Cayley digraph Cay(773/MZ3; {el, e2, e3}), 
where el -- (1,0,0) T, e2 -- (0, 1,0) T and e3 = (0,0, 1) T which, throughout this work, 
will be referred as a triple commutative-step digraph. The number of vertices of such 
a digraph is N = [det M I and its (out- and in-)degree is 3. In fact, Fiol [8] showed 
that all finite Abelian Cayley digraphs of degree 3 can be written in this form. In 
particular, if the quotient group Z3/M77 3 is a cyclic group, the digraph is isomorphic 
to a circulant digraph G(N;sl, s2, s3), for some si, 1 ~< i ~< 3, and it is also called a 
triple f ixed-step diyraph or a triple loop network. 
Our problem is to maximize the number of vertices N for a fixed diameter D. The 
problem was solved in [6, 1] for the case of 'dimension 2', where the considered 
digraph is Cay(Z2/MZ 2, {el, e2}), M being now a 2 x 2 integral matrix. In this case it 
was shown in [6] that the maximum number of vertices N for a given diameter D is 
N -- L½(D + 2)2/. When the group is cyclic, that is for a double loop network, it was 
previously proved in [9, 13] that such a maximum is N(2,D) = Fl (D+2)2q- 1 (a result 
rediscovered later by Hsu and Jia [I0]). The problem of maximizing N for a fixed D 
is closely related to the problem of minimizing D for a fixed N. Then the sharp lower 
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Fig. 1. A generic 2D L-shaped tile. 
bound D(N)  >~ lb(N) = [ 3~ - 2 was given in the pioneering work of Wong and 
Coppersmith [15]. Since then, much work have been done by using their geometrical 
approach. The geometrical representation of a Cayley digraph Cay(7/Z/MT/2, {el, e2}) 
with N = ]det M I vertices and diameter D is a 2D L-shaped tile with area N, which 
is formed by unit squares representing the vertices of the digraph. See [6, 8, 9], for 
a detailed study of this geometrical equivalence. Given such a tile as in Fig. 1, the 
assumption w ~< y can be made by symmetry reasons. The dimensions of the tile, 
(l, h, w, y), determine the matrix 
-y  h 
of the corresponding Cayley digraph Cay(7/2/MZ 2, {el, e2}). By using the correspond- 
ing tile, the diameter of the digraph is represented by the maximum length of the two 
paths joining the vertex labeled with '0 '  to those labeled with '* '  in Fig. 1, that is 
D=max{l+h-w-2 ,  l+h-  y -2}=I+h-w-2 .  
Now, considering the continuous version of the problem, the function N(l ,  h, w, y)  = 
Ih - wy can be maximized in IR 4 with the constrains 0 ~< w ~< y ~< h, 0 <~ w ~< l and 
D = /+ h -  w-  2, for a fixed value of D. The optimal value of N is then obtained for 
(D+2) Taking integral l=h=2w=2y,  thatis,  w=y=x and l=h=2x w i thx= 3 • 
values for the parameter x, the Cayley digraph corresponding to the circulant matrix 
-x  2x ( 1 ) 
gives the maximum number of vertices for a given diameter D = 3x-  2. This main fact 
allowed Esqu6 and the authors to make a complete study of the 2D case; see [1, 6]. 
In the 3D case, however, no sharp bound is known, and so we cannot proceed 
analogous to the previous 2D case. This is because a canonical 3D hyper-L tile is not 
known. However, we can construct 3D tiles representing Cayley digraphs with degree 
d = 3 in the same manner as in the 2D case. First, some computer searches can be 
carried out to obtain the maximum number of vertices N(3,D)  ~ N(D)  for some small 
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Table 1 
D N(D) sl s2 s3 
2 9 4 3 1 
3 16 5 4 1 
4 27 8 5 1 
5 40 15 6 1 
6 57 36 16 1 
7 84 35 9 2 
8 111 69 31 1 
9 138 26 19 1 
10 176 33 24 1 
Fig. 2. N= 111, sl =29,  s2 = 11, s3 =3.  
values of  the diameter D obtaining the steps Sl, s2, s3 such that G(N(D);Sl, s2, s3) 
has diameter D. Table 1 shows the optimal values of  N(D) for given values of  D 
up to 10: 
Notice that N(7) = 84 does not correspond to the value given by some other au- 
thors (see, for instance, [10]) since, in their work, one step is always fixed as 1. Un- 
fortunately, the 3D tiles corresponding to these optimal digraphs seem to be difficult 
to study, because they do not follow any common pattern, as the example of  Fig. 2 
illustrates. Hence, analogous to the 2D case, we propose to study the geometrical 
3D form (see Fig. 3) related to the circulant matrix: 
L = c i rc ( / , -m, -n )  = 
l -m -n  ) 
-n  l -m , 
- -m - -n  / 
with l, m, n c Z, m >~ n/> 0, and l > rn + n. We will show that the optimal tile is 
obtained when l = 3x and m = n = x, which intuitively generalizes the 2D case. 
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Fig. 3. Hyper-L tile related to the circulant matrix L. 
2. 3I) tiles and tessellations of the space 
In this section we derive an exact expression of the diameter of  the Cayley digraph 
Cay(Z3/L7/3; {el, e2, e3}) for a given circulant matrix L. For this purpose, we consider 
the hyper-L-shaped tile, defined as in Fig. 3. Namely, given l, m, n E ?7, m ) n >~ 0, 
l > m + n, let HL(0) denote the hyper-L tile constituted for the set of unit cubes 
centered at the integral vectors (~,/3,7) T E Z 3 such that 
O<~ < l -m-n  
O<~ < l -m-n  
0 <<. [~ < l 
O<~[ J< l -m 
0<~ 7 < l -n  (*) 
l -n<~7<l  
l -m-n<~ < l -m O<~fl < l 0<.7  < l -m-n  
l -m-n<.~ < l -m 04[3  < l -m-n  l -m-n<~ 7 < l 
l -m<~¢t  < l -n  O<.f l  < l -n  0<~ 7 < l -m-n  
l -m<~t  < l -n  0<~[] < l -m-n  l -m-n<~7 < l 
O<~[]<l -n  
O<~fl < l -m-n  
l -n<.  :t < l 
l -n<~2<l  
O<~7<l -m-n  
l -m-n~7 < l -m.  
Now, let us consider the Euclidean space divided into unit cubes, centered at 2 v3, 
each one representing a vertex of  the digraph Cay(Z3/LT/3; {el, e2,e3}). Then the ver- 
tices successively reached from vertex (0, 0, 0) T can be arranged, in the natural way, 
following a spatial pattern. As in the 2D case, we obtain a distribution of the vertices, 
which repeats itself periodically. Moreover, we can form a 3D tile representing the 
digraph, which tessellates the space. The next result shows that such a tile can be 
taken as the hyper-L form defined above. 
Proposition 1. The hyper-L tile HL(O), when translated to the points o f  the lattice 
~_3/LZ 3, where L = c i rc ( / , -m, -n ) ,  tesselkltes the space. 
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Proof. The proof is based on the two following simple remarks: 
• I f  (~, fl, 7) T C HL(0) then 
0 ~< ~,/~,7 < t. (2) 
• Let v = (Vl, v2, v3 )T and (c~,/~, 7) T be two points of  7/3. Let HL(v) denote the hyper-L 
tile of origin v, that is HL(0)+ v. Then 
(g,//,7)T E HL(v) -,' :- (~  - Vl, f l  - v2,~ - / )3 )  T E HL(0). (3) 
Moreover, the volume vol(HL(0)) of  our hyper-L tile is (see Fig. 3): 
vol(HL(0)) = l 3 - (m + n) 3 - 3mn(l - (m + n)) 
= l 3 - -  m 3 - -  n 3 --  3 lmn 
= det L. 
Consequently, to show that the hyper-L tiles (with origins) at the points of  the 
lattice 713/LZ 3 tessellate the space, it suffices to show that the intersection between the 
hyper-L tiles at the vertices of  the fundamental parallelotope, namely, 
HL(0), HL(cl ), HL(c2), HL(c3), 
HL(cl + c2), HL(cl + c3), HL(c2 + c3), 
HL(cl + c2 + c3). 
is empty (where ci, i = 1,2,3, stand for the three column vectors of  L). We use the 
above remarks to show that the intersections HL(0)NHL(ci) ,  for i = 1,2, 3 are empty. 
Let (c~,/~, 7) x E HL(0), then 0 ~< ~, ~, ? < l. Suppose that (~, ~, 7) x C HL(ci). Then, 
since cl E HL(0), remark (3) gives (c~ - / ,  fl + n, 7 + m) x E HL(0), and remark (2) 
yields l ~< a < 2l, a contradiction. Similar reasoning proves that HL(0) N HL(c2) = 0 
and HL(0) n HL(c3) = 0. 
Analogously, if there exists a point (a,/~, 7) x E HL(0)n  HL(c2 + c3) we would have 
0 ~< a < l - m - n and l - m ~</~ < 2l - m. Hence, we should be in the region (*) of  
HL(0), giving l -n  <~ 7 < 2I+n, again a contradiction. Similarly, HL(0)NHL(cl +c2) = 
0 and HL(0) n HL(Q + c3) = 0. 
Similar algebraic reasoning can be used to prove that HL(0)n  HL(Q + c2 + c3) = 0, 
but it is easier to simply observe the geometrical positions of  both tiles. (In fact, the 
same comment also applies for other cases.) 
To show that HL(c i )n  HL(cj) = 0 or HL(c i )N HL(cj + ck) = 0, i # j • k, it 
suffices to use again remarks (2) and (3). For instance, if (~,//, 7) T E HL(c~ )NHL(c2), 
we should have l ~< ~ < 2l and -m ~< ~ < l - m, respectively, a contradiction since 
m ~> 0. Similarly, (~, fi, 7) T E HL(q)  N HL(c2 + c3)) would require -m ~< 7 < l - m 
and l -  n ~< 7 < 21-  n, respectively, which also gives a contradiction since m ~> n. The 
other cases are similar. 
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Fig. 4. 3D tessellation given by the hyper-L tile. 
Finally, all the remaining cases can be reduced to the previous ones. For instance, 
HL(q)NHL(ci +cj )  = O, i ~ j ,  since HL(0)NHL(cj) = 0; HL(ci +cj )nHL(c i  + ck ) = ~, 
i C j  ¢ k, since HL(c j )NHL(ck)  = 0; and so on. [] 
The 3D tessellation given by this hyper-L-shaped tile is depicted in Fig. 4. The 
following lemma gives the order and the diameter of the Cayley digraph Cay(L) = 
Cay(Z3/LT73; {el, e2, e3}). 
Lemma 1. Let  us cons ider  the matr ix  L : circ(l, -m,  -n ) ,  w i th  l, m, n c Z, m >>, n >~ 0 
and  I > m + n. Then  the d igraph  Cay(L) has  order  N(L  ) = l 3 - m 3 - n 3 - 3 lmn and 
d iameter  D(L  ) =- 3 l  - 2n - m - 3. 
Proof. The value of N(L)  is just the determinant of L. Moreover, the diameter D(L)  is 
computed from the geometrical form of the hyper-L tile HL(0). Indeed, the maximum 
(orthogonal) distance from (0,0,0) v to any point of HL(0) is 3 / -  2n - m - 3. One of 
the farthest vectors is, for instance, ( l -1 ,  l -n -  1, l -m-n -  1). [] 
3. Optimization of the hyper-L tiles 
The aim of this section is to find an optimal hyper-L tile for any given diameter. Let 
N and D denote the order and diameter of the digraph Cay(L), respectively. As above, 
let l, m, n be the dimensions of the corresponding hyper-L tile. Then, from Lemma 1, 
our problem is to maximize the value of N in (4) over the manifold given by (5), and 
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with the given constraints (6) and (7): 
N = l 3 - m 3 - n 3 - 3lmn, 
D=31-2n-m-3 ,  
m>~n>~O, 
l > m÷n.  
Writing (5) as m = 3l - 2n - D - 3, the expression of  N becomes 





which, given D, can be treated as a function of  two variables. Now we will study these 
expressions in ~3 to obtain the maximum value of  N for a fixed value of  D which 
is taken as a parameter. Afterwards, with a few changes and restricting the values of  
the variables to be in 7/3, we will obtain the maximum number of  vertices of a triple 
commutative-step digraph with a given diameter D. 
Theorem 1. Given a generic hyper-L tile o f  the above type, with dimensions l, m, n 
as in Fig. 3, the max imum number o f  vertices, N(L) ,  fo r  a f ixed diameter D(L)  is 
given by 
N(L )  = 2 (D(L) + 3) 3 
and l = 3x, m = n = x fo r  x = (D(L ) + 3)/6. The corresponding circulant matr ix  is 
L(x)  = c i rc (3x , -x , -x ) .  
Proof. Let us study the function F(n,  l)  -- ND(n, l) on the (n, l) plane. Constraints (6) 
and (7), together with m = 31-2n-D-3 ,  bound the variation o fn  and l in the compact 
triangular egion T shown in Fig. 5. The points defining T are A = (0 , (D+ 3)/2), 
B = (0 , (D+ 3)/3) and C = ((D + 3)/3,2(D + 3)/3). As T is a compact region, the 
maximum value of F exists and must be in the set of  points defined by the union of  
O 
the three following sets: (i) critical points of  F within T; (ii) critical points of the 
restriction of  F to the three open segments AB, AC and BC; and (iii) vertices of T, 
{A,B,C). 
(i) We must search for solution points (no, 10) to the equations (~F/~n)(n,  l) = 0 
and (~F/OI)(n, l)  = 0 which leads to 
45l 2 + 21n 2 - 60nl - 33(D + 3)l  + 24(D + 3)n + 6(D + 3) 2 = 0, 
-78 l  z - 30n 2 + 90nl + 54(D + 3)l - 33(D + 3)n - 9(D + 3) 2 = 0, 
with no real solution. 
(ii) Let H be the restriction of  F to every segment. The segment AB is defined by 
n = 0 and (D + 3)/3 < l < (D + 3)/2, so the function H becomes H( l )  = F(O, l) = 
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Fig. 5. Var ia t ion  o f  n and l. 
13 - (3/ - D - 3) 3, which has no critical points in ~.  Segment BC is defined by 
/=n+(D+3) /3  w i th0  < n < (D+3) /3 .  Then 
H(n) F (n, n q- -O~ ) -4n3 + 3 (D33)  2 ( _~)3  = - -  nq- , 
with Ht(n) = 0 ¢=~ n = (D+3) /6  and l = D+3/2 .  Hence, the point P ~- 
((D+ 3)/6,(D+ 3)/2) must be considered. Segment AC, defined by l = (n /2 )+ 
(D + 3)/2 with 0 < n < (D + 3)/3, yields 
H(n)=-F n,-~+ -----~n + (D+3)n2+ 2 
(D + 3)4  
_~ _ _  , 
8 
with no real roots for 0 < n < (D + 3)/3. 
The above computations assure that the maximum of F in T is reached at some 
point in the set {A,B,C,P}. Such a maximum, at the point P, is ~(D + 3) 3. Then, 
from m = 3l - 2n - D - 3 we get m = (D + 3)/6 at the point P. Consequently, the 
optimal hyper-L tile (with shape as in to Fig. 3) has dimensions m = n = x and 1 = 3x 
w i thx=(D+3) /6 .  [] 
The particular case D = 5 of  this study is shown in Fig. 6. Note the similarity 
between the circulant matrix of the optimal hyper-L tile L(x) and the 'optimal' matrix 
of the 2D case given in (1). Turning back to the discrete version of the problem, 
the above theorem assures the existence of a triple commutative-step digraph with 
N(D) = 2~(D+3) 3 vertices for any given diameter D = 3 (mod6). In the next section 
we study the optimal solutions (in our context) for the other values of  D and derive, 
if possible, their corresponding triple loop networks. 
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Fig. 6. Parameterized surface for D = 5. 
4. Large triple loop networks 
Recall that given the matrix L = c i rc ( l , -m, -n )  with N = det L we can construct 
its related triple commutative-step digraph, with set of  vertices 7/3/1_,7/3 and adjacencies 
given by u ~ u÷ei ,  i = 1,2,3. This digraph is isomorphic to a triple loop network, with 
set of  vertices ZN and adjacencies v ~ v+s i ,  i = 1, 2, 3, for some steps sl, s2, s3 E ZN, 
if the conditions gcd(N, l, m, n) = gcd(2 × 2 minors of  L) = 1 hold. The proof, based 
on the Smith normal form [14], was given in [6] for d = 2, and in [8] for general d. 
Let x, a, b, c be integers such that x + b ~> x + c/> 0, and 3x + a > 2x + b + c. Let 
us consider the circulant matrix L(x; a, b, c) = circ(3x + a , -x  - b , -x  - c) obtained 
by 'slightly modifying' our optimal matrix of  Theorem 1. This is related to a triple 
commutative-step digraph associated with a 3D hyper-L tile with dimensions, diameter 
and number of  vertices given by 
l=3x+a,  m=x+b,  n=x+c,  (8) 
D(x ;a ,b ,c )  = 6x + 3a - 2c - b - 3, (9) 
N(x;  a ,b ,c )  = 16x 3 ÷ Cl (a ,b ,c  )x 2 + C2(a,b,c)x  + C3(a,b,e),  (10) 
where the coefficients Ci(a, b, c) are given by the expressions 
Cl (a ,b ,c )= 24a-  12b-  12e, 
C2(a, b, e) = 9a 2 - 3ab - 3b 2 - 3ac - 9bc - 3c 2, 
C3(a,b ,c)  = a 3 - b 3 - 3abc - c 3. 
Lemma 2. Given N(x ;a ,b ,c )  E (16x 3, 16(x+ 1) 3] the diameter o f  the digraph, related 
to L(x; a, b, c), is 9iven in Table 2. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, D = [ ~ ]  -3 .  Then the value of  D ranges from D = 6x-3  
when N = 16x 3, to D = 6x+3 when N = 16(x+l)  3. Let us take 16x 3 < N ~< 16(x+l)  3
then 6x -2  ~<D ~< 6x+3.  
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Table 2 
Range of N Diameter 
(16x3,16x3 q-8x2 q- 4 x + 2 ] 6x- -2  
4 (16x3+8x2+~x+ 2 ,16x3+16x2+~x+~]  6x--1 
16 16~3 12x + 2] 6x (16x 3+16x 2+~x+ ~ . . . .  +24x 2+ 
(16x 3 +24x2÷12x+2,16x3+32x24 ~x÷ 12~] 6x+l  
(16x 3 + 32x 2 + ?x  + 12~, 16x 3 + 40x 2 + "T-x + 6x + 2 
1oo -- ~,16(x  + (16x3+40x2+~-x~  1) 3 ] 6x+3 
Table 3 
D(x) N(x) l(x) m(x) n(x) Range of x 
13 
6x -2  16x3 + 3x 3x x+l  x -1  x~>2 
6x - 1 16x 3 q- 12x 2 +3x 3x+ 1 x+ 1 x x ~> 1 
6x 16x 3 +24x 2 +9x+ l 3x + 1 x x x >~ 1 
6x+ 1 16x 3 +24x 2 + 12x+4 3x+ 1 x+ 1 x -  1 x ~>2 
6x+2 16x 3 +36x 2 +27x + 7 3x+2 x+ 1 x x /> 1 
6x+3 16x 3+48x 2+48x+16 3x+3 x+ 1 x+l  x~>0 
We wi l l  p rove  the case D = 6x - 2, the o ther  ones  be ing  ana logous .  
6x 2 
e=~ 6x < 3 - -  ~< 6x+ 1 e=~ 2x < - -~<2x+~ 
N 2 1 
~8x  3 < ~- ~<8x 3+4x 2+~x+2- -7  
( 4 2 )  
4=> N C 16x 3, 16x 3 + 8x 2 q- ~x  Jr- . [ ]  
Theorem 2. For any given diameter, the largest triple commutative-step digraphs 
associated to L(x; a, b, c) are given in Table 3. 
The circulant matr ix  related to each digraph is L(x)  = c i rc ( l (x ) ,  - re (x ) ,  -n (x  ) ). 
Proof .  For  a g iven  d iameter  D = 6x + i w i th  iE{ -2 , -1 ,0 ,1 ,2 ,3}  and  
N E (16x  3, 16(x + 1)3], let us denote  D(x ;a ,b ,c )  and N(x;a,b,c) as in (9) and (10)  
respect ive ly .  Then  
D = 6x + i = 6x - 3a -  2c -  b - 3 ~ b = 3a - 2c -  3 - i, 
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and so 
C1 = C l (a ,c )  = 12(c -  a + i+  3), 
C2 = C2(a,c) = -27a  2 + 3c 2 + 12ac + (21i + 63)a - (3i + 9)c 
- 3 i  2 - 18 i  - 27, 
C3 = C3(a,c) = -26a  3 + 7c 3 + 45a2c - 30c2a + (27i + 81)a 2 + (12i + 36)c 2 
- (33i + 99)ac - (9i 2 + 54i + 81 )a + (6i 2 + 36i + 54)c + i 3 
+ 9i 2 + 27i + 27. 
As n >~ 1, m ~> n and l >/m + n + 1, Eqs. (8) lead to the following conditions: 
n >~ 1 ~ x + c >~ 1 ~ x >~ l - c ,  
m >~n~ x +b >~ x +c~ b >/c~ 3(a -c )  >~ 3+i ,  
l >~m+n+ l ~ 3x +a >>. 2x +b+c + l ~ x >~ 2a-c -  2 - i ,  
so the conditions x >~ max{ 1 - c, 2a - c - 2 - i} and 3(a - c) ~> 3 + i must be satisfied 
for all i. Let us discuss the case i = -2 ,  the other ones being similar. Taking i = -2  
in the above expressions we have 
b=3a-2c -  1, 
3(a - c) 1> 1, 
x ~> max{ 1 - c, 2a - c}. 
Moreover, from Lemma 2, 
z 
16x 3 < N(x ;a ,c )  <<. 16x 3 + 8x 2 + ~x + 27 
for all x, hence we get some conditions on the coefficients Cl, C2 and C3: 
O <~ Cl (a ,c )  <~ 8 ~ O <~12(c - a + l ) <.G 8 ~ c = a - l, 
and the constraint 3(a -c )  ~> 1 is satisfied. Such a value of  c leads to 
C1 = 0, C2 = -12a  2 + 3, C3 = -4a  3 - 3a, 
and so the maximum value of  C2(a) is reached at a = 0 with the following results: 
C2 = 3, C3 = O ~ N =16x3 + 3x. [] 
Theorem 3. The largest triple loop networks fo r  a given diameter D, belonging to 
our fami ly  o f  3D hyper-L tiles, are contained in Table 4. 
Proof.  As stated above, we can obtain a triple loop network from the largest triple 
commutative-step digraph, given in Theorem 2, if  the conditions gcd(N, I, m, n) = 1 
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D(x) N(x) Steps 
6x 2 16x 3+3x 4x 2+x+l ,  4x 2 x+l ,  8x 2+1 
6x-  I 16x 3+ 12x 2+3x 4x 2+4x+ 1, 4x 2+3x+1,  8x 2÷5x÷1 
6x+2 16x3+36xZ+27x+7 4r2 +5x+2, 4x2 +4x+ 1, 8x2 + l l x+4 
and gcd(2 x2 minors of  M)  = 1 are fulfilled. But this is not the case when the diameter 
is 6x, 6x + 1 or 6x + 3. Otherwise, the steps are found when computing the Smith 
normal form S(L) of the related matrices L with elements in Y_[x]/N(x)Z[x]. Namely, 
if  S(L) = ULV, where U and V are unimodular matrices, then the last row of U gives 
a possible choice for the steps (sl, s2, s3), see [6]. We obviate this computation which 
can be made by using a symbolic algebraic system. [] 
By computer search, we can check the optimality of  D(x) for some values of x. 
Take, for instance, N --- 182 which has, as optimal diameter 
rain D(G(182;sl ,sa,  s3)) = 11, 
SI~S2,S2E2g182 
and corresponds to our family N(x)  = 16x 3 + 12x 2 + 3x when x = 2. Then the above 
theorem gives D = 6x-  1 = 11, and si = 25, s2 = 23, s3 = 43. 
Notice that Theorem 3 gives three infinite families of  triple loop networks with order 
N and diameter D = [3 ,~ -3 .  When this result is translated into a lower bound for 
the maximum number of  vertices N(3, D) of a triple loop network with given diameter, 
we get 
N(3 ,D)  ~> 22-2-D 3 + O(D2). 
7 
This improves the result of Hsu and Jia [10], who proved that N(3,D)>~ 
ID3÷ O(D 2) but, as one of the referees pointed out, the best result so far in 
the literature is 
N(3 ,D) /> 5D3 + O(D2), 
6 
given by Che and Gu in [3]. However, their result is based on a unique infinite 
family of  triple loop networks, for diameters of  the form D = 8x - 1, with order 
N : 40x 3 +5x 2 -3x  and steps sj : 1, s2 = 8x+ 1, and s3 = 40x2+ 13x+ 1. Thus, for 
most 'small enough' values of  the diameter our constructions are better than theirs. 
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